Abstract. Ergodic computational aspects of the Jacobi algorithm, a generalization to two dimensions of the continued fraction algorithm, are considered. By means of such computations the entropy of the algorithm is estimated to be 3.5. An approximation to the, invariant measure of the transformation associated with the algorithm is obtained. The computations are tested by application to the continued fraction algorithm for which both entropy and the invariant measure are known.
Introduction
Recently some work has been reported on the metric theory of n-dimensional continued fractions [7] [8] [9] [10] 141 . Much of the value of these efforts depends on finding the density of the invariant measure for the associated shift. The only such density known is for the case n = 1. The purpose of this paper, then, is to approximate the density of the invariant measure for the case n =2. In addition computations for the case n = I are given to illustrate and check the method.
The basis of this work is the individual ergodic theorem. Let (Q, B, p) be a probability space and let T be a measurable transformation of Q into itself. Such a T is said to be a measure preserving transformation (mpt) if p (T-l A ) =p ( A ) for all A EO. T is said to be ergodic if T-'A = A implies p ( A ) equals 0 or I. The first transformation considered is associated with the one-dimensional continued fraction. For x E ( 0 , I ) and [ ] denoting greatest integer, define
Theorem 1 (Ergodic Theorem
A graph of T ( x ) is shown in Fig. I . % ( x ) , u,(x) , ... are the partial quotients in the continued fraction expansion of x. If T"(x) =o, the expansion truncates.
Note that T maps (0, I ) into (0,1). Let 9Y be the Bore1 sets of (0, I ) . It is not hard to show that T is not a mpt for Lebesgue measure 1. But The second transformation considered was introduced by Jacobi [2] and will be referred to in this paper as Jacobi's algorithm or the two-dimensional continued fraction. For ( x , y ) E(0, I)*, define
The sequence of pairs of integers a('), a(*), ... are the coefficients in the two dimensional continued fraction expansion of ( x , y). This expansion is obtained from the relations Ah"+B) =Ah")+ap)Ah"+l)+aF)Ah"+*), k = O , 1,2; a z o ,
where Ai" = djk ( j , k =o, I , 2 ) and djk is the Kronecker delta. The convergence result is :
A t )
and y = limx = lim -AI") n -t w A t ) n -t w A t ) * Schweiger [8, 91 has shown that there exists a unique absolutely continuous measure p on (0, such that T is a mpt and ergodic for p. As remarked above, the form of p is unknown.
The main difficulty with the sort of computation undertaken in this paper is measure-theoretic. Although almost all w € Q satisfy ( I ) , there is no known algorithm for choosing an w satisfying (1) for a given g. For the Gauss algorithm Euler's constant y is used, and for the Jacobi algorithm a random number generator is employed. As explained below, all transformations were done with rational arithmetic. This large integer arithmetic was carried out on the Maniac 11.
Gauss's Measure
This section discusses the computation of an approximation to the quantity in That is,
a.e. &I. As a result of Theorem 2, one need only be concerned with deciding when the equation ai (7) =a, ( x ) first fails, where x is the 3 561 decimal digit approximation that Sweeney gives. Define x,, %al so that x, < y < x, by subtracting and adding 1 to the last place of x. Now I / x a < I / x < I/xl and if q(xl) =q(x2) =q, we have a, =a, (7) . By induction one can show ai (xl) =ai (x,) =ai implies a, =ai (y).
ai(xl) and ud(x2) are calculated until they differ. The integers ai (xl) and ai (%a) are computed by rational arithmetic. Let
All a,(x) can be calculated using only [ -3 and integer multiply and subtract.
It is emphasized that the expression for T k ( x ) as a quotient of integers is exact. When the sequence T k ( x ) is required, one can do a limited precision divide of the multiprecision integers. These techniques are due to Lehmer [4] and were later recommended by Shanks and Wrench [II] . Using these techniques, the first 9420 partial quotients of the continued fraction expansion of y were found. These have been sent to the Unpublished Manuscript Tables (UMT) The results of the computation are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 2 . The grid selected has b -a = 0.1. 
Jacobi's Algorithm
In this Section the Jacobi algorithm is considered. Theorem 1 will be applied with 8 = (0, 1 ) 8 minus an appropriate set of measure zero. are the Bore1 subsets of 9, and T (x, y ) = (y/x -Ly/x], 1 / x -[I/%]). As was said above, the invariant measure ,u is unknown and the main object is to approximate e ( x , y ) =d,u/dA (x, y) where A is 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Although Perron [SI in 1907 extended Jacobi's work, it was not until 1964 [7] that a study of the metric properties of Jacobi's algorithm was begun by Schweiger. He established that T is ergodic [8] , and that there exists a unique A-equivalent invariant measure [9 
]. Rohlin's formula for the entropy of T [IO] is
where B,, (x, y ) = {(zc, v ) : a(') (u, v ) = dk) (x, y), -K = 1, 2, . . . , n}.
shows that Schweiger also (9) 3 *-,-n h (~) = lim -log~&")(w) for a.e.w.
Recently it has been proved that e ( -) satisfies a Lipshitz condition of order 1 on the set { ( x , y ) : 0 5 x < y> and its reflection about the line y = x [14] .
is not known one cannot establish a theorem corresponding to Theorem2. What is required is that for fixed n containing (a, p) , the image of the triangle under y will be a triangle containing p (a, B) . If each comer point has the same a(') = (ai'), ai')) value, then a(') (a, /?) =a('). This procedure is iterated to obtain a(') (a, p), a (')(,, p) , . . . . By this method 3 153 correct pairs of integers were found for the Jacobi expansion of the above ( x , y).
An approximation to the entropy of T was found in two ways. First, by (9) the quantity: The results of the computation are summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 3 below.
Thegridhas b -a = c -d = 0 . 1 . Fig. 3 is obtained by fitting a 50 x 50 grid of splines over the surface given by Table 2 . Fig. 2 shows that in the one dimensional case the exact density is smoother than the computed density. From this one could conclude that a better approximation to the density in the Jacobian case could be obtained by fitting a quadratic or rational quadratic surface to the data by a least squares procedure. For n = 3 561, this gives an estimate of 3455 partial quotients. For y, 3 561 decimal digits actually gave 3420 partial quotients. Knuth [3] estimated that 1271 decimal digits would give over 1 OOO partial quotients.
An example of computation with Khinchine's constant has been pointed out [11] . However, the only mathematical example of computation for more than one dimension with the ergodic theorem the authors have found is Stein and Ulam [12] . (There are, no doubt, such computations reported in chemical or physics literature.) The transformations of Stein and Ulam were such that an estimation of the "noise" in the computation was difficult. However, calculations on both Gauss's measure and the Jacobi algorithm indicate that noise makes very little difference. why this is so is an open and possibly very difficult problem. It would appear that a transformation which is the truncated sum of T and some uniform random variable has "approximately" the same ergodic properties.
Unfortunately our approximation of e ( ) was too rough to make a conjecture about whether or not e( . ) is continuous on the entire square.
No statistical tests were carried out with y or (x,y). In the latter case one could compute the frequency of the digits (0, I ) , (1, I ) ~4 . 7 5 ... . In Section 3, k(T) was approximated by 3.5. Thus it is seen that rate of convergence for S is significantly faster than the rate of convergence for T. 
